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1. INTRODUCTION 16 

 17 

 Additive manufacturing, or more commonly known as “3D 18 

printing”, technologies have been gaining popularity in research 19 

laboratories, manufacturing plants, and in the homes of backyard 20 

inventors, alike.   Although the first 3D printer was made by Charles Hull 21 

over 30 years ago, these techniques have just recently experienced rapid 22 

mainstream adoption [1].  Although, at this time, 3D printing has found a 23 

niche as a tool for rapid prototyping, the breadth of potential uses is 24 

almost limitless to include medical applications, aerospace component 25 

manufacturing and device fabrication [2-5]. 26 

 The additive manufacturing process also provides a unique 27 

means for the fabrication of smart materials for real-time structural health 28 

monitoring [6].  Sensors can be incorporated into the component during 29 

the fabrication process to allow for assessment of component integrity via 30 

temperature and strain measurements [7, 8].  Specifically, fiber optic 31 

sensors are well suited for a smooth integration with 3D printing 32 

technologies because of their well-known advantages such as their light 33 

weight, small size, and immunity to electromagnetic interference [9, 10].  34 

Fiber optic sensing technologies can be readily configured for single 35 

point, distributed, and/or fully distributed measurements with sensors 36 

such as fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs), Fabry Perot interferometers (FP), 37 

and back scatter interrogation techniques.  Furthermore, fiber optic 38 

sensors have been proven reliable for an extremely wide array of 39 

applications and have emerged from the development plateau to 40 

commercialization [11]. 41 

 Fiber optic sensors are often integrated with materials to 42 

measure specific properties.  For example, sensors such as FBGs and FPs 43 

have been bonded to magnetostrictive materials to sense magnetic fields 44 

and have recently been exploited to evaluate the performance 45 

characteristics of the epoxies, themselves, used to adhere the sensors to 46 

the material of interest [12-14].   The intense interest in smart materials 47 

and structure health monitoring has inspired the incorporation of fiber 48 

sensors in composite structures to monitor parameters such as strain and 49 

temperature [15-17].   Recently, this basic approach has extended to the 50 

integration of fiber Bragg grating technologies and additive 51 

manufacturing processes to evaluate the residual strain and temperature of 52 

the prototype parts during and after fabrication process [18-22].  Although 53 

intriguing, discussions of the FBG spectral characteristics and 54 

optimization are limited, and necessary to demonstrate the viability of this 55 

basic approach.  56 

Generally, a FBG is a periodic refractive index change etched 57 

into an optical fiber via exposure to selected UV radiation. The effective 58 

refractive index profile, )(zneff  as a function of position along the FBG 59 

is described as the following, 60 

 61 
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where z is the distance along the fiber longitudinal axis, 0n is the initial 64 

effective refractive index of the fiber, )(zn is the envelope of the 65 

effective refractive index change, h is the background component of the 66 

effective refractive index change, and )(z is the grating period [22, 67 

23].  Fiber Bragg gratings have been successfully deployed as sensors 68 

because their properties of the grating are a very sensitive to a host of 69 

external perturbations.  For example, a shift in the Bragg wavelength, 70 
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can be readily correlated to an uniform applied temperature or 71 

strain per the following, 72 
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 75 

In this study, we incorporated fiber optic sensors in 3D printed prototype parts.  Fiber optic Bragg gratings embedded in polylactic acid 

were configured to measure strain and/or temperature.  Residual non-uniform stresses in the 3D printed parts induced spectral distortions in the 

FBGs such as peak broadening and wavelength hopping.  Local isolation of the FBG in a used quartz capillary tube minimized the spectral 

distortion and peak wavelengths were readily identifiable with commercial interrogation software.   The seamless integration of robust optical fiber 

sensing techniques and additive manufacturing processes is readily feasible, via proper implementation and interrogation schemes, for a wide array 

applications to include structural health monitoring and real-time component diagnostics. 
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where ep  is the strain optic coefficient,  is the applied strain,  is 76 

the thermal expansion coefficient of the fiber, n is the thermo-optic 77 

coefficient, and T is the temperature change [24].  Although cross 78 

sensitivity of the FBG to these perturbations is very relevant, we have 79 

attempted to minimize these effects and in our study, and neglected any 80 

temperature effects and evaluated the response of the FBGs to residual 81 

and applied strain.   82 

 Unfortunately, embedded FBGs intimately interact with the host 83 

material and experience a non-uniform strain that often results in very 84 

local strain fields within the FBG [25-27].  This strain variation can 85 

induce coupling between the cladding and core modes resulting in 86 

spectral distortion, wavelength hopping, and peak broadening [28-30].  87 

Subsequently, the automated software cannot accurately track the Bragg 88 

wavelength, which often manifests in significant or catastrophic 89 

measurement errors.   Thus, significant efforts have been dedicated to 90 

understand the observed FBG spectral phenomena and deconvolute the 91 

secondary gratings that form within the primary grating [30-33].  92 

Successful development of accurate FBG spectral models may allow for 93 

more detailed strain (and temperature) profile within the host material.   94 

 The majority of applications, though, do not require the high 95 

spatial resolution potentially achieved with the analysis of intracore 96 

gratings.  Thus, the FBG can be encased in a fused quartz capillary tube to 97 

“locally” isolate it from the host material [34]. In turn, the strain 98 

measurement resolution will be dictated by the distance between the 99 

points at which the fiber is bonded to the host point, which is typically on 100 

the order of 5-10 mm.  Although the resolution of the measurement is 101 

reduced, the improvement in the FBG spectral integrity dramatically 102 

improves the interrogation approach 103 

 The objective of this work is to demonstrate the feasibility and 104 

challenges of fiber optic sensing in 3D printing technologies.  In this 105 

study, we successfully embedded fiber Bragg gratings in polylactic acid 106 

(PLA) prototypes fabricated with a commercially available 3D printer.  107 

The performance and spectral characteristics of the FBGs were evaluated 108 

after embedment and upon tensile loading.  Specifically, this work 109 

evaluates the embedded response of printed part density on non-isolated 110 

(no protective sheath) FBGs, the embedded frequency response of non-111 

isolated FBGs, and the embedded frequency response of isolated FBGs.  112 

The spectral integrity preserved in an FBG encased in a fused quartz 113 

capillary allowed for accurate peak wavelength tracking and strain 114 

measurements.  115 

 116 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 117 

 118 

2.1. Materials 119 

 The plastic parts were fabricated with a 3D Systems CubeX™ 120 

purchased from Technology Education Concepts, Inc.  The plastic 121 

filament, polylactic acid (PLA), was packaged in a plastic cartridge and 122 

acquired from 3D Systems.   Bare fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) inscribed 123 

in SMF28 type used in this study were acquired from Oeland.  The round 124 

clear quartz capillary tubes were acquired from Vitrocom and maintained 125 

an inner diameter of 200 µm and outer diameter of 330 µm. 126 

 127 

2.2. Component Fabrication 128 

 The “host” parts were fabricated via plastic jet printing.  First, 129 

the prototype design was converted into a print file utilizing the software 130 

provided by 3D Systems.  The temperature and x-y position of the jet was 131 

dictated by these design parameters, as well as the z position of the print 132 

plate.  Generally, the filament was continuously fed into the jet and melt-133 

extruded, at temperature of approximately 240°C, onto the print plate. The 134 

movement of the ink jet was synchronized with the position of the non-135 

heated print bed, which lowered incrementally after each layer was 136 

deposited to “build up” the part. The optical fiber sensor was manually set 137 

in the part in-situ with the printing process, under slight tension to restrict 138 

movement, as shown in Figure 1 for a cylindrical part.  The peak positions 139 

and fiber Bragg grating spectrums were continuously monitored with a 140 

Micron Optics SMF125 optical interrogator and Enlight software.   141 

 The printed prototypes were type 3 ASTM 638 parts typically 142 

used for tensile testing of polymers.  The prototype specific to this study 143 

maintained an overall length of 148.10 mm, a thickness of 8.38 mm and 144 

width of 17.22 mm, and a layer thickness of 0.25 mm.  Parts were printed 145 

with hollow, medium and thick densities without a support or raft material 146 

to evaluate the effects on the FBG spectral quality.   147 

 148 

2.3. Performance Testing 149 

 The performance of the 3D printed prototypes and embedded 150 

FBGs was evaluated via traditional mechanical tests.  A 95 Series model 151 

from Com-Ten Industries was used for all the tensile tests, and the FBG 152 

properties were monitored continuously with the Micron Optics SMF128 153 

optical interrogator and the companion Enlight software.   An increasing 154 

load was applied to the ASTM component (gauge length of 76.7 mm) and 155 

stopped prior to catastrophic failure and slowly decreased to remove the 156 

slightly elongated specimen. 157 

 158 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 159 

 160 

3.1. Embedded FBGs 161 

 Spectral distortions were observed for the fiber Bragg gratings 162 

that were incorporated in the parts during the 3D printing process, as 163 

shown in Figure 2.  Non-uniform residual stresses inherent to the additive 164 

manufacturing process can alter the FBG properties such as the spectral 165 

shape and polarization state, as well as induce wavelength hopping and 166 

microbend losses.  Although this phenomenon has been noted in 167 

composite structures and epoxy bonding, and exploited in acoustically 168 

induced grating structures, not much has been discussed with respect to 169 

materials fabricated via 3D printing [30, 32, 35]. 170 

 The fiber Bragg grating embedded in a 3D printed part with a 171 

medium density shift, broadened and shifted to lower wavelengths, as 172 

shown in Figure 2 (a).  As shown in Figure 2 (b), FBG peak splitting was 173 

observed in the test specimen fabricated with a thick density.  The spacing 174 

between successive layers oriented perpendicular to the axis of the FBG 175 

created the necessary periodic refractive index change within the grating 176 

structure to cause the single FBG to “split” into two FBGs.   177 

 
 

Figure 1.  Fiber optic sensor embedment in part during the 3D 

printing process; (a) side and (b) end face view. 
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 The distorted fiber Bragg grating embedded in the medium 178 

density test specimen shifted to longer wavelengths with an increase in 179 

strain, as expected.  The FBGs in both specimens shifted to longer 180 

wavelengths with increasing strain, as shown in Figure 3.   It is theorized 181 

that non-uniform stresses due to torsion, compression, and tension was 182 

imparted on the FBG due to the greater spacing between the bond points 183 

on the fiber.  The FBG spectra became progressively more distorted with 184 

an increase in strain and the FBG peak position could not be identified 185 

with the commercially available software.   Thus, automated strain 186 

sensing of these parts could be not be performed with readily available 187 

technologies.  188 

  189 

3.2. Embedded and Isolated FBGs 190 

 In an effort to reduce and/or eliminate the observed spectral 191 

distortion, a fiber Bragg grating was encased in fused quartz capillary 192 

tube prior to embedment into the plastic prototype part, as shown in 193 

Figure 4 (a).  First, the acrylate coating was removed mechanically, 194 

thermally, and/or chemically, to expose the bare fiber.  The fused quartz 195 

glass capillary was then “slid” over the bare fiber and positioned over the 196 

section of the fiber with the Bragg grating.  Bare fiber must be exposed on 197 

both sides of the tube to allow for direct bonding between the extruded 198 

plastic and fiber surface.  Otherwise, the plastic will bond to the acrylate 199 

coating, and upon tensile loading, the glass fiber may de-bond from the 200 

acrylate coating and slide within the coating.  Subsequently, the tensile 201 

strain will not be transfer to the FBG.  As shown in Figure 4 (b), no 202 

significant distortions were noticeable in the spectrum of the FBG 203 

embedded in the 3D printed prototype.  The shift in position of the FBG 204 

to a lower wavelength was most likely attributed to minor residual strains 205 

in the optical fiber that evolved during the 3D printing process. 206 

 The FBG peak wavelength was readily monitored with the 207 

commercial peak tracking software upon tensile load of the 3D printed 208 

prototype, as shown in Figure 5. The glass capillary tube isolated the FBG 209 

from local and non-uniform strains and dramatically improved FBG peak 210 

wavelength fidelity.  The strain sensitivity of the FBG was approximately 211 

0.735 pm/kPa.  Although the fiber broke at a tensile stress of 212 

approximately 8400 kPa, it is anticipated that further improvements to 213 

encapsulating and embedment procedures will improve the mechanical 214 

reliability of the sensing component.   215 

 216 

 
 

Figure 2.  Spectral distortion of fiber Bragg gratings upon 

embedment in parts printed with a (a) “medium” and (b) “thick” 

build. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.  FBG wavelength shift and spectral distortion with 

increasing strain for a “medium” density parts. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.  Peak wavelength shift of both FBG peaks upon stress 

loading and unloading.  The difference between the two peak 

positions as a function of applied stress shown in the insert. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 217 

 218 

Fiber Bragg grating sensors were successfully embedded into 219 

polymer parts via 3D printing.  Distortions of the FBG spectra were 220 

observed due residual stresses in the fabricated components that were 221 

imparted on the fiber.  Furthermore, wavelength hopping phenomena 222 

occurred in parts printed with higher densities.   Spectral integrity was 223 

maintained for FBGs encased in a fused quartz capillary and peak 224 

wavelengths were readily distinguishable and monitored.  Subsequently, 225 

the FBGs shifted to longer wavelengths upon tensile loading of the 3D 226 

printed test specimens.  In situ embedding of FBGs was shown to be a 227 

feasible approach for real-time structural and component health 228 

monitoring. 229 

 230 
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Figure 5. (a) Fused quartz capillary tube encased FBG 

configuration.  (b) Spectral variations in tube encapsulated FBG 
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